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In this paper, in order to clarify a problem when evaluating the structure performance of 
RC Footing Beams with Polymer Cement Mortar, the flexural-and-shear experiment of the 
beam which used 180-degree hook and the steel unit with yielded shear strength for the 
shear reinforcement was conducted, and structure performance has been grasped. Moreover, 
the problem when applying the conventional valuation method was shown by comparing 
with the experimental result of RC beam component confined the shear reinforcement. 
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Table1  Test variables and Results (series A)  
??? ??? 
??????? No. ?? ??? (mm) T1 3) T2 4) T3 5) T3?7) T4 6) 
A-1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
A-2 150 107 63.9 89.5 50.3 ? 
A-3 
?? 
D22 260 107 111 155 63.5 ? 
A-4 ?? 260 132 122 22.8 ? ? 
A-5 150 132 74.9 13.2 ? 207 
A-6 205 132 90.0 18.0 ? 237 
A-7 
????? 
M22 260 132 122 22.8 ? 264 
1) cQsu (kN)1)  : ?????min??????????46.5kN, ??????? 93kN? 
2) cQmu (kN)1) : RC?????????????????? 
?71.4kN, ??????? 143kN? 
3) T1 (kN)2)   : ????????T1 =?y?Ae, ?y:????????? (N/mm2)? 
Ae: ???????????? (mm2)? 
4) T2 (kN)2)    : ???????T2 = 0.31 cB AV ??B: ?????????? (N/mm2)?Ac: ???
????? (mm2)? 
5) T3 (kN)3)    : ?????T3 = ?a???da?le?????? 21/10 Ba VW   (N/mm2), 
??? 4.1 aW  (N/mm2)?da : ?????? (mm)?le : ???? (mm)? 
6) T4 (kN)2)    : ?????T4 = fn?Ao?fn = Boc AA V/ ?10? 
fn: ?????????? (N/mm2)?Ao : ????????? (mm2)? 
7) T3” (kN)4),5):???????????????T3” = ???a???da?le? 
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Fig,1 Anchor type and               Fig.2 Specimen and Loading arrangement 
Embedment length 
 2. ???? 




????? b?D= 150?300?????????? a/D= 1.5??????? a= 450mm?
?????????SD345, pt= 1.02%????????? 2-D5@150mm?SD295A?pw= 
0.22%?????????????????????????B=29.4N/mm2????? 
??????? ??????????????? D22???????M22?????







2.2 ?????????????????????????? B? 
Tab.2?????????????????Fig.3?????????????????
??????b?D= 160?250mm?????????? 120mm???????? 40mm
??????????????? a/D= 1.8??????? a=450mm?????????
????????? Fc=21N/mm2?PCM???????? FM=60N/mm2???????
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Table2 Test variables and Results (series B) 
コンクリー ト ポリマー
σB ｓσｙ ｗσｙ σB ｓσｙ ｗσｙ ｃQsu c Qmu c Qsu”c Q mu”T2/2T2”/2 Q
（N/ｍｍ２） （N/ｍｍ２） （N/ｍｍ２） （％） （N/ｍｍ２） （N/ｍｍ２） （N/ｍｍ２）（K N）（K N）（K N）（K N）（K N）（K N）（K N）
1 70.6 D-13 392 14 21 44 42 ‐ ‐ 48.1
2 62.4 14 21 44 54 ‐ ‐ 59.0
3 0.39(0.59) 65.9 34 21 52 54 ‐ ‐ 63.6
4 0.39(0.29) 70.0 ‐ ‐ 34 21 44 54 ‐ ‐ 48.6
5 0.39(0.59) 53.2 D-10 381 34 21 52 54 28.6 48.7 42.8
6 0.39(0.29) 53.7 ‐ ‐ 34 21 44 54 28.6 48.7 36.1
7 0.39 ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ 49 65 ‐ ‐ 28.2 ‐ 32.0

























?1 pw????????????? ?????????????????? 
?2 cQmu:????????  cQmu”:???????????????? 
cQsu:?????????  cQsu”:????????????????? 
T ?:??????? cB AT V31.02  ??B:????????????N/????A ?:??????
??????? 









































? ? ? ?
??260 
? ? ? ?
No2 ??????      No3 ?????? 
No4 ????(????????)   No5 ?????? 
No6 ???+??????    No7 ???????? 
? ? ? ?
? ? ? ?
? ? ? ?
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Fig.7 Failure mode (series B) 
















Fig.9 Strain distribution of still bars (series B) 
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